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Abstract
Examining food and agricultural systems cultivates nuanced understandings of rhetoric, campus activism, and cultural and scientific meanings of food. At Iowa State University, the banana has provoked discussions regarding biotechnology—prompting debates with competing narratives about food and agricultural systems. Because of its status as a genetically modified food (developed in campus food sciences and human nutrition labs and purportedly able to address hunger and malnutrition in the Global South), this particular biotech banana prompted reactions from sustainable agriculture students with social and ecological justice concerns. For those working at land grant universities conducting food and agriculture research especially, teaching food systems rhetorics collaboratively reveals the university’s competing narratives, enabling these contexts to be pedagogical cases that inform students of rhetorical strategies used on their campus. While readings and documentaries about food, popular in rhetoric and composition courses, have pedagogical value, we argue that inviting student food activists to rhetoric courses facilitates learning about our own campuses as rhetorical landscapes invested in agrifood systems and ideologies.
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Examining food and agricultural systems cultivates nuanced understandings of rhetoric, campus activism, and cultural and scientific meanings of food. At Iowa State University, the banana has provoked discussions regarding biotechnology—prompting debates with competing narratives about food and agricultural systems. Because of its status as a genetically modified food (developed in campus food sciences and human nutrition labs and purportedly able to address hunger and malnutrition in the Global South), this particular biotech banana prompted reactions from sustainable agriculture students with social and ecological justice concerns. For those working at land grant universities conducting food and agriculture research especially, teaching food systems rhetorics collaboratively reveals the university’s competing narratives, enabling these contexts to be pedagogical cases that inform students of rhetorical strategies used on their campus. While readings and documentaries about food, popular in rhetoric and composition courses, have pedagogical value, we argue that inviting student food activists to rhetoric courses facilitates learning about our own campuses as rhetorical landscapes invested in agrifood systems and ideologies.

First we describe the case at hand as a megarhetoric of global development. We explain why we, an English faculty member and a sustainable agriculture student, collaborated. We connect our work to other cross-disciplinary collaborations, and we identify the case’s rhetorical features by applying Jason Del Gandio’s “rhetorical package.” Finally, we address the complexities of such cross-disciplinary collaborations. Notably, many complications arise from collaborative work such as ours, and we explain and articulate some of these complexities. Ultimately we show how scholars from sustainable agriculture and rhetoric can connect their work in order to prompt students to analyze the research that their university sponsors.

Banana Arguments: The Case

The banana in this case is a “transgenic” banana designed to address vitamin A deficiency by producing more beta-carotene, which the body converts to vitamin A during digestion. This banana is purportedly being developed specifically to address Vitamin A deficiency—and hunger more broadly—particularly in Uganda, where many communities rely on bananas as a staple food product. In examining Iowa State’s role in researching GMO (genetically modified organism) foods, the student activists faced multiple competing narratives trying to wrest authority over a banana’s meaning and ability to help prevent hunger and malnutrition in the Global South.

As Rebecca Dingo and J. Blake Scott show, rhetorical analyses of “megarhetorics”—arguments that frame development discourses (2)—“unpack and contribute to the ways patterns of persuasion work . . . to inflect both
global forms of power and their more specific translocal (re)articulations” (7). Their frameworks of megarhetorics illustrate how arguments circulate and define local and global contexts. While we detail a simpler approach for students, our case has implications for the evolving study of global development rhetorics and their existence on our campuses as cases to analyze with local experts.

Many African and global organizations, including the African Food Sovereignty Alliance, have challenged such GMO banana development, but its advocates argue for its contribution to a broader effort to end vitamin A deficiency and malnutrition in Uganda, where the banana is a staple food crop. For those invested in this research, the banana holds meaning as a way to supplement nutrition, representing how dominant, capitalist cultures can assess the health needs of Global South citizens, solving faraway problems with technology and science. Thus, the banana reinforces top-down power relationships and reinscribes dominant social systems.

Gabrielle and other student activists initially launched three main critiques of this research and its narrative that concern (a) the potential risk of vitamin A toxicity and other negative health impacts from genetically modified foods (Schubert); (b) the research design, particularly that the feeding trial targets women students at our institution, whose lifestyle and diets differ from those of Ugandans and other Africans, the intended recipients of these bananas; and (c) the potential impacts on Ugandan agriculture, food security, and food sovereignty. Thus, for the activists and their ongoing work, the GMO banana represents systemic inequality in power relations, including linking Iowa and Ugandan women and perpetuating colonial agricultural megarhetorics that uphold dominant systems.

Gabrielle’s work parallels Eileen Schell’s description of how sustainable agriculture proponents “call attention to the radical limits of the paradigm of industrialized agriculture and the policies that support it that favor the one-thirds world instead of the two-thirds world” (153). Summarizing a parallel Indian banana case, the Seed Freedom blog succinctly describes the power structure: “One rich man, Bill Gates, financing one Australian scientist . . . [is] trying to impose inefficient and hazardous GM bananas on millions of people in India who have grown hundreds of banana varieties . . . over thousands of years.” For Gabrielle and other student activists, the benefits to the University are clear, but the risks for women students, Ugandan women, and sustainable agricultural systems that value local knowledge and economies are unclear.

This GMO research was first highlighted in March 2015, when Gabrielle and her colleagues brought students, faculty, and community members together with faculty conducting the research in order to ask about its potential impacts and broader implications. Facing resistance from the researchers and University administrators, the students developed a petition encouraging administrators to respond to a list of questions developed during this meeting. Credo Mobile and other social justice groups picked up this petition two months later. The day students gave the petition with 57,000 signatures to administrators, members of Community Alliance for Global Justice delivered this petition to a funder, the Gates Foundation. Receiving the press release through a food and agriculture listserv, Abby took it to her argumentation class for students to analyze.
Understanding Rhetoric through the Banana Study and Student Activism

Abby asked Gabrielle to speak in her argumentation seminar to help students, mostly English and technical communication majors, understand these competing persuasive stories. After Gabrielle’s presentation, organized around rhetorical concepts the class had studied, we extended our collaboration to persuade rhetoric scholars to see this case as a model to teach. Our pedagogical focus aligns with recent turns in rhetoric to teach agrifood systems. For example, Veronica House justifies teaching food-themed courses because “the American food system is in crisis” (3). Stephanie Wade argues that teachers can discuss permaculture as an ecological alternative to conventional educational systems (87). Ruth Cary assigns food-justice portraits and connects students with food-access leaders (141), a move similar to Marcy Galbreath featuring farmer narratives to show how the extension service reinforced USDA guidelines promoting agricultural literacies that prompted the industrial farm system (69).

In related cross-disciplinary collaborations, sociology scholars publish with sustainable development specialists (Cadieux and Slocum), nutrition scientists (Aftandilian and Dart), and environmental studies scholars (DuPuis and Goodman) to address food justice and agrifood systems. And communication scholars are working with political scientists (Clancy and Clancy) and agriculture and food experts (Click and Ridberg). Further, academics collaborate with practitioners, including nonprofit directors (LeGreco and Leonard), farm-to-school program administrators (Gottlieb and Joshi), national food security coordinators (Gottlieb and Fisher), and others. We hope our own collaboration motivates rhetoricians to find collaborators beyond their specialty.

By detailing our specific collaboration we hope to enable others to engage in such cross-disciplinary work. Before Gabrielle’s visit, Abby’s students were exposed to introductory rhetorical themes and concepts through well-known and popular rhetoric textbooks (Crowley and Hawhee; Del Gandio), as well as texts addressing food-justice issues such as dumpster diving and food-waste solutions (Dubisar and Hunt). Abby discussed the press release in class, connecting it to Del Gandio’s advice for activists. The case positions sustainable agriculture students as activists for asking their university to answer questions about its research. Abby also read aloud from a newspaper article that quoted a student who helped deliver the petition: “I hope that in the future there are more opportunities for dialogue [between students and researchers] about research at our public institution. . . . All of us can benefit by having open conversations about the ethics and implications of research” (Leys). Many of Abby’s students agreed with this simple request and disliked the University’s choice to not engage in dialogue.

As homework before Gabrielle visited, the students read “When a Banana Is More Than a Banana” (by Gabrielle’s colleagues), “Deans Support Researcher” (the only public response from University administration), “Banana Study Raises Questions,” and Cynthia Enloe’s “Going Bananas,” which covers how international banana production shapes women’s lives. Additional resources were posted online, including a video of the campus dialogue; AGRA-Watch, a grassroots organization challenging questionable agricultural programs of the Gates Foundation (which has partnered with students at our institution); and
a GM watch article on pro-GMO trolls’ efforts to discredit biotechnology critics, including public attacks on some student activists.

Gabrielle led Abby’s students through this case’s competing narratives about food and power, applying Del Gandio’s “rhetorical package” heuristic, which translates the generative focus of the rhetorical canons and appeals into an accessible framework (57-68). Rhetoric scholars writing for rhetoric audiences about sustainable agriculture use terms like “synecdoche” and “epideictic” (Schell 150) and “identification” and “division” (Herndl et al. 439), language that might be inaccessible to those not in the field. Written for activists, Del Gandio introduces rhetorical concepts to individuals unfamiliar with rhetorical terms and shows rhetoric students how scholars write for public audiences. Del Gandio’s package includes “message” and “rhetorical strategy.”

**Message**

One competing message is a feed-the-world narrative by our institution that actively promotes technology-driven, usually top-down approaches to solving malnutrition and hunger. Challenging that message, the student activists show how the research privileges technological solutions, perpetuating a conventional agriculture model favoring monoculture crop-production systems that require buying patented seeds and chemicals (e.g., pesticides). The students’ narrative promotes using existing agricultural solutions for growing diverse crops to meet nutritional needs and solutions that might have financial and health benefits, such as improving access to food through more democratic control and poverty alleviation. While university administrators, philanthropic organizations, and private corporations talk about feeding the world, student activists seek to create dialogues on building agricultural systems that better meet communities’ needs through agroecological methods and food sovereignty. Agroecology seeks “balance between ecological soundness, economic viability, and social justice” in agricultural production (Gliessman 1). Ironically, our university is in Iowa’s most food insecure county (Gundersen et al.; Roesch-McNally et al.), a narrative that competes with our university’s framing of and ability to eradicate hunger.

**Rhetorical Strategy**

Gabrielle and her colleagues used their training in sustainable agriculture, supporting their larger message with agronomic and social science evidence (logos) about alternative agricultural approaches. To justify their critique of the GMO banana research, they emphasized their credibility as interdisciplinary graduate students with expertise in sustainable food systems (ethos). They argued that actions, even for the “public good,” have unintended consequences, so to apply science ethically, institutions must consider technological solutions’ impacts on recipients. While GMO banana proponents use emotional justifications (pathos) for addressing hunger and malnutrition among disadvantaged women and children in Africa, the students voice their ethical and social justice concerns with creating a GMO banana that might discourage broader consumption of bananas or disenfranchise smallholder producers who are not able or willing to grow this banana.

Thus, Gabrielle’s visit to Abby’s class, prompted by the unfolding banana case, grew into collaboration. Future collaborations might include interviewing students to determine the effectiveness of framing the case in Del Gandio’s
terms and having them describe how they understood the case rhetoric. Gabrielle’s visit prompted one student to publish an article for the student newspaper, engaging yet another audience in the case.

**Collaboration and Its Complexities**

Using such local cases to teach food systems rhetoric exposes rhetoric teachers and students to different ways of thinking, enabling them to see how those involved in social change movements develop rhetorical strategies to advocate for such change. Teachers can use such cases to expand collaboration. Campus activism offers a unique context to teach rhetoric, whether through Del Gandio, megarhetorics, or other rhetorical lenses.

Cross-disciplinary collaborations like ours benefit students, research, and public engagement, yet complexities occur. Engaging agrifood practitioners in an academic timeline can be constraining, and service learning scholars show other logistical limitations (Mathieu). Jean Goodwin describes how collaborations between rhetoricians and scientists can be limited by scientists’ expectations (e.g., seeing rhetoric scholars as research assistants instead of expert contributors). Caroline Druschke describes how her scientist collaborators “would not always understand that communication researchers are capable of posing research questions, rather than just delivering the results of someone else’s research” (4). Thus, cross-disciplinary collaborators must negotiate roles, a challenge often enmeshed in university power structures that grant the status of disciplines, autonomy of senior faculty versus junior faculty, and more. Evidence shows the significance of students learning about food systems, but most of it focuses on community-based—not campus-based—cases. For example, Wald’s students found that “previously invisible power relations structuring the landscape around them became visible, and students saw the opportunity to alter them” through their Farmworker Support Community experience (234). Such landscapes can include students’ campuses.

The activist element of such collaborations also presents challenges. While activist rhetoric scholars call on rhetoric’s ability to locate language in cross-disciplinary frameworks (Malesh and Stevens 5), doing so is complex. Wander notes, “politics and protest are not a diversion from or an obstacle to teaching and scholarship. They offer an opportunity for integration,” (xvii) and we agree yet note the wide diversity of perspectives within activist rhetorics and cross-disciplinary collaborations (Kahn and Lee 2). Further, Bickford and Reynolds describe how scholars avoid the term “activism” by adopting “service learning” to depoliticize academic activities engaging with social change. They suggest “activist efforts seek to change the social climate and structures” (238). In our case, students began to see how their university’s structures silence students. In fact, writing about a past development project in Tanzania, students at our institution describe the isolation of activist work, noting that administrators and tenured faculty remained silent or only spoke off the record (Carter et al. 227).

That said, student research and publication that can result from these cases, as happened at our university (Carter et al.; Faivre), could please administrators even if it makes them nervous; however, administrators might devalue or restrict cross-disciplinary collaborations that address university-targeted activism. House shows how justifying such work to
administrators involves changing the narrative and tying results to assessable values, such as how activist contexts enhance rhetorical understanding (12-13). Peggy Barlett notes that most campus food initiatives have activist components, even when the efforts are depoliticized. Such initiatives, like the student work featured here, “legitimate a degree of distrust for governmental, corporate, and academic reassurances about the conventional [agricultural] system” (111). Thus, studying agrifood systems inevitably entails entering into politicized discourse.

While cross-disciplinary collaborations are complex, especially activist ones, we see benefits for rhetoric scholars who use collaborative approaches to investigate food systems rhetorics by engaging with local rhetors who actively respond to and critique university practices, as other scholars who teach student- and youth-led activism have shown (Case et al.; Conner and Rosen, 368-81; Revilla). Rhetoric and other humanities instructors eager to teach topics on sustainability and food systems, which some call the most significant environmental issue of our time (Burke; House), can rely on campus experts with practitioner knowledge of these topics as well as campus activists engaged in these issues. Further, collaborative researchers can become more aware of their institution’s ethos and its flexibility in addressing students’ concerns. We agree with Barlett that “public critique expands debate and lays the groundwork for political action and regulatory reform,” (111) efforts that increase engagement. In fact, such collaborations augment the very Morrill Act that created land-grant institutions like ours and insisted “that higher education should be accessible to all, regardless of race, gender, or economic circumstance, and that the university should teach liberal arts and practical subjects to provide an outstanding quality of life for future citizens” (The 2010-2015 Plan). These collaborations enrich the field of rhetoric and enhance the quality of life of citizens by offering interdisciplinary perspectives on critical thinking about agrifood systems, the megarhetorics they sponsor, and how students respond.
Endnotes

1. Note specific reference to GMO bananas in Uganda at 54:14.
2. Due to space limits we are only covering two parts of the heuristic here, but Gabrielle and Abby's students addressed all elements: message, audience, rhetorical strategy, goal, situation.
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